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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Although instructional television has existed in the formal sense for 
the past 30 years, its involvement with cable television has been limited. 
During the recent past, telecourses have been developed to serve as another 
mode of instruction to meet the needs of some adult learners. These courses 
are credit courses, which for the most part satisfy general education require-
ments for an Associate in Arts or Associate in Science Degree. The develop-
ment of telecourses along with the cooperation of Tulsa Cable Television has 
enabled Tulsa Junior College to offer this innovative avenue of instruction to 
Tulsa County residents. Tulsa Cable Television provides Channel 19 for the 
access of Tulsa Junior College telecourses and serves the metropolitan Tulsa 
area. 
The need for the study developed as a result of the production of 
telecourses, increased telecourse offerings by Tulsa Junior College, and the 
expansion of cable television both locally and nationally. Tulsa Cable 
Television has grown from 45,000 subscribers in the Fall of 1979 when tele-
courses were first offered at Tulsa Junior College to over 100, 000 subscribers 
in the Fall of 1981. Nationally, cable television has grown from 70 
franchises in January 1952 to 4,225 franchises in January 1980. 
.. 
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Additionally, adults are now demanding different modes of instruction 
to meet their needs. Another factor which is affecting the increased use of 
cable television is that adults are now looking for convenient access to higher 
education and cable television reaches a large population. 
Statement of Problem 
Since telecourses are relatively new to Tulsa Junior College and the 
nation:il education scene, it was important to evaluate and analyze the 
experience by students, faculty and administrators at Tulsa :Junior College. 
There has been ·very little or no information regarding the analysis and evalua-
tion of telecourses offered via coble television. 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate and analyze the perceptions 
of those involved with telecourses at Tulsa Junior College for fu.ture decision-
making purposes to improve telecourse offerings and student services. The 
study sought to. answer the following questions: 
l. How do students (both completers and non-completers) view 
the telecourse experi~nce? 
2. How do Tulsa Junior College telecourse instructors view the· 
te lecourse experience? 
3, How do Tulsa Junior College administrators view the telecourse 
experience? 
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4. How do the grades of students enrol led in telecourses compare to 
the grades of students enrolled in the same on-campus course? 
5. What are the perceived advantages of telecourses? 
6. What type of students have the greatest success in telecourses? 
7. What does the demographic data reveal about students enrolled in 
te lecourses? 
8. What are the recommendations for the future regarding telecourses? 
Limitations 
The study had the following limitations: 
1. The study did not critique the content of telecourses. 
2. The study was limited to telecourses offered in the Tulsa Cable 
Television service area during the Spring Semester, 1981. 
Assum pt ions 
The study made the following assumptions: 
1. Accurate information was obtained from all response groups of the 
study. 
2. The quality of the content of telecourse offerings was high. 
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Definitions 
The following is a list of terms that are used throughout this study: 
Administrator - persons with the titles of Assistant to the Dean, Director, 
Chairman, Dean, Vice-President, or President. 
Cable Television/Community Antenna Television/CA TV 
A redistribution system, now in widespread use, that receives 
television programs from regular broadcasting stations by means 
of a common antenna and then relays them via an educational 
television, closed-circuit system to cable service subscribers 
in a particular area. CA TV systems initiate television programs 
on magnetic tape film, or live for local viewing. CATV is 
characterized by high quality and reliable reception, but 
most importantly, cable service can transmit as many as thirty 
separate programs simultaneously (Association of Educational 
Communication and Technology, 1979, p. 246). 
Community College, Junior College, Community-Junior College 
These terms are used interchangeably to designate institutions of 
higher education authorized to offer courses no higher than 
sophomore level. These two-year programs would normally in-
clude transfer, vocational, remedial, adult and continuing 
education (Price, 1981, p. 6). 
Completer -- a student who completes a telecourse and earns a grade of A, 
B, C, D, F, Audit, or Satisfactory. 
Delivery -- the set of support activities associated with offering telecourses. 
Educational Television 
Any television programming, broadcast or closed-circuit, 
designed to cover a broad range of educational and 
cultural subjects for information enrichment (Association 
of Educational Communication and Technology, 1979, 
p. 251). 
Grade Analysis - a computer printout listing grades of students by course 
for a given semester. 
I nstructiona I Television 
Any television program, broadcast or closed-circuit, developed 
specifically for instructional purposes; usually in conjunction 
with a specific course or set of lessons (Association of Educa-
tional Communication and Technology, 1979, p. 257). 
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Non-Completer -- a student who registers but does not complete a telecourse 
and is assigned a WN (administrative withdrawal, non-attendance), W (with-
drawal), WP (withdraw passing), WF (withdraw failing, or I (incomplete). 
Student -- any person enrolled in one or more telecourses. 
Student Enrollment -- an enrollment in a class. For example, if a student 
is enrolled in 3 classes this is 3 student enrollments. 
Student Profile Analysis -- a computer generated printout that shows various 
data about a group of students enrolled in a particular area such as telecourses. 
Telecourse 
An integrated learning system that employs television and 
various printed materials, i.e., textbook, study guide, 
book of readings, etc• This process sometimes provides 
for interaction between students enrolled in the telecourse 
and the faculty supervising the course (An Administrator's 
Guide to Telecourses, 1979, p. 3). 
Telecourse Instructor -- a: full-time faculty membe'r who is responsible for 
coordinating a telecourse. 
Tulsa Cable Television -- a local cable television company serving Tulsa 
and Tulsa County currently having approximately 100,000 subscribers. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter I introduces the study, presents the problem, purpose, limitations, 
assumptions, definitions, and organization of the study. Chapter II includes a 
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a review of related I iterature focusing on the areas of (1) Community/Junior 
Colleges, which includes a general overview and specifically Tulsa Junior 
College; (2) Instructional Media, which consists of television as a medium of 
instruction, instructional television, telecourses in general, and telecourses 
offered via coble television. Chapter 111 reports the return rate, selection of the 
subjects, development of the instrument, collection of the data, and analysis of 
the data. Chapter IV includes the presentation of findings along with discussion 
of the findings. Chapter V includes a summary of the study, statement of con-
clusions, and implications for practice and further research. 
.. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Chapter II is organized as follows: (1) Community/Junior College, 
which includes general overview and Tulsa Junior College; (2) Instructional 
Media which contains. television as a medium of instruction, instructional 
television, telecourses in general, and telecourses offered on cab!e television; 
and (3) Summary. 
Community/Junior Colleges 
Genera I Overview 
The American public community college movement has experienced 
phenomena I growth in the past few years after a modest start near the turn of 
the last century. During the post World War II years, adults who had never 
before considered a "college" education looked increasingly to local colleges 
as community centers which could provide a wide spectrum of educational and 
cultural activities (Medsker, 1971). 
The growth of the Community/Junior Colleges in the 1960's and 1970's 
was particularly significant since two-year colleges began reaching more 
adults than ever before. Statistics indicate 2,051,493 students were enrolled 
in public two-year colleges in 1969. In addition, 134,779 individuals were 
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enrolled in private two-year colleges. This makes a grand total of 
2, 185, 272 students enrolled in two-year colleges in 1969. In 1979 there 
were a total of 4,487,272 students enrolled in two-year colleges. This is a 
205.37 percent increase in ten years. Included in the 1979 statistics were 
2,750,013 students which were enrolled on a part-time basis (Gilbert, 1980). 
One primary reason that Community/ Junior Colleges have experienced 
growth is re lated to being open-door institutions. 
A major contribution of the community college to main-
tenance of educational opportunity is its growing commit-
ment to offer its services to all persons without regard to 
their previous educational experience or accomplishments 
who can demonstrate that the educational programs avail-
able will be of value to them (Gleazer, 1968, p. 5). 
The Community/Junior College is basically seen as an open-door com-
prehensive institution that offers technical-occupational programs, transfer 
programs in various disciplines, career exploration programs, community 
service, continuing education, and in-service type programs. The following 
statement indicates some future challenges for the Community/ Junior College. 
As the college adapts to the learner and the community, pro-
grams will increasingly go to the people by means of alterna-
tive teaching environments (television, correspondence, dial 
access, meandering mini-college, go-any-where courses, etc). 
This will deinstitutionalize the community college and hope-
fully, reduce the need and cost of fixed facilities as found 
on a traditional campus (Pallinchak, 1973, P. 259). 
The future for the Community/ Junior Colleges can be summed up in the 
statement, 11 More students and greater variety. 11 This is substantiated by the 
following statement: 
More students and greater variety, these are the prospects. 
It .is likely that the impressive, sometimes confusing mixtures 
of persons now served by community colleges will diversify 
even more. No educational institution will confront a 
broader range of human ta lent, not even the comprehensive 
·high school. For what adds another dimension of variety is 
that the community college cuts across many high school 
districts and reaches an older population (Gleazer, 1973, 
P· 11). 
Tulsa Junior College 
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Tulsa Junior College opened its doors in the foll of 1970. The initial 
enrollment was 2,796 students. Since that time, Tulsa Junior College has 
become the largest junior college in the state of Oklahoma and the third 
largest college in the state, ranking behind Oklahoma State University and 
The University of Oklahoma. During the Fall Semester, 1981, enrollment at 
Tulsa Junior College totaled 13,751 students in credit programs. The college 
also served another 3,000 students in the special programs, or non-credit 
area. 
The college has two permanent campuses. . The Metro Campus is 
located in the downtown area at 909 South Boston Avenue. The Northeast 
Campus is located at 3727 East Apache Avenue. Land for the Southeast 
Campus has already been purchased. This eighty acre parcel is located be-
tween Mingo Road and Garnett on 8lst Street. The projected opening for 
this campus is Fall, 1983. 
Tulsa Junior College currently serves 2,485 full-time students (twelve 
credit hours or more) and 11,266 part-time students (eleven credit hours or 
fewer). The average student age is currently 28.5 years (Philips, 1981). 
lnstructiona I Media 
Television as a Medium of Instruction 
Television as a medium of instruction offers many advantages to 
educational institutions. Onder (1979) cites several reasons for these 
advantages as follows: Television can motivate, present infqrmation, 
.stimulate discussion, direct learner activities, conduct drill and practice, 
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test learner progress, take the learner anywhere, be replaced by videotape, 
transmit live material to the classroorn, present context in many forms, 
di re ct or focus attention on the subject at hand, be used for classroom 
follow-up, and help enlarge the training facility. 
Instructional Television 
The use of educational television for instruction in the United States 
began on a formal basis in 1953 through station KHUT in Houston, Texas 
(Arms, 1980). Most of the instructional television has been conducted 
through the avenue of Public Education Television Network (PBS). This in-
struction was targeted largely toward public school students and for adults 
who preferred an alternative to commercial television. Basically, all public 
instructional television was either non-credit or was used to supplement 
classroom credit instruction. 
Another utilization of instructional television was the production of 
videotapes to be used in the classroom. Most of these tapes are used to 
supplement or augment the traditional lecture type credit class. Related to 
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videotape production, several important ideas need to be considered. No 
program, no matter how good, has any value unless it 1s presented in the 
right classroom, at the right time, every time. Every program should have 
the highest educational value possible. It is better to make fewer programs 
and be sure they are of high quality, than too many programs of doubtful 
value. The business of a producti~n and playback facility is producing a 
service, not paper work. Every production and playback request should 
require minimum effort on the part of the lesson requester (Turek, 1979). 
Instructional television programs at the Air University of Maxwell 
Airforce Base in Alabama were developed with four basic elements in mind. 
It was the Air Force'sopinion that these elements would make the most effec-
tive use of television in any educational institution. These elements are as 
follows: 
1. Television must be closely integrated into the basic curriculum of 
institutions. 
2. People with knowledge to impart must be made available to 
prepare and present the video lesson. 
3. Every lesson must be of the highest technical and artistic 
qua Ii ty possib I e. 
4. Effective means of delivering the finished product to the student 
is vital (Turek, 1979). 
One of the challenges involved with instructional television is 
resista~ce from instructors regarding the use of television. There are several 
reasons why instructors· have this attitude according to Gordon (1970). 
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First, there is the common fear of being ultimately replaced by television. 
Second, on the basis of their experience with commercial television, the 
instructors were not convinced that an image on a ·tube is able to fulfill a 
more complex function than those involved in entertainment and salesman-
ship. Third, most of the television tapes they had been exposed to had 
·been dull, confused and disorganized. Fourth, most instructors remained 
convinced that they did, or were doing better in their live classrooms with 
human interaction between students and teachers and between students them-
selves. 
'The other side of faculty fear of .instructional television is brought to 
l·ight with the fol lowing quote: 
The teacher need have only one principal fear from 
using television in the classroom. When the TV pro-
gram is over and the child's orientation is back to 
the classroom teacher, how inadequate will the class-
room teacher seem by comparison? The teacher who 
still teaches information instead of teaching children 
has cause to worry about thatl (Field, Hilliare, 
1978 ' p • l 1) • 
Very few school systems have initiated the avenue of instructional 
television of any magnitude into their systems. One of these efforts was 
undertaken in El Salvador~ El Salvador from 1968 to 1972 utilized instruc-
tional television for grades seven through nine and served some 10,000 
students. As part of El Salvador's educational reform it was found 
that students learned more under the reform with instructional television than 
they had under the traditional system (Mayo, Hornik, McAnary, 1976). 
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Telecourses in General 
Several studies were reviewed on telecourses in general, and most of 
the studies looked at feasibility, instructor involvement, student attitudes, 
or perceptions. 
One study (Dietrich, 1978) dealt with the potential of telecourses as 
offered by traditional senior colleges of higher learning and also looked at 
the need for establishing a national television university. The data for this 
study was collected from the chief administrators of senior institutions of 
higher learning. A survey instrument was mailed to 1, 913 chief adminis-
trators. Some of the findings of the study are listed as follows: 
1. Credit telecourses should be transferable to other colleges 
and universities. 
2. Students taking telecourses should have tutorial sessions 
available in local centers. 
3. The·evaluation of the courses should be controlled by 
the institutions offering the course for credit. 
4. The decision of an institution to use public television 
programming for credit telecourses should be determined by a 
faculty committee. 
5. Programs broadcast by national centers and offered for 
credit by individual institutions should be presented at the time that 
best fits the schedule of the individual institutions by using off-the 
air-taping. 
6. Telecourses produced by a national agency should be 
available to all institutions of higher learning as well as to state 
networks and area consortia. 
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The two conclusions that were justified by the study are as follows: 
1. · Telecourses for credit, under the auspices of individual colleges 
and universities, are an acceptcble and worthwhile part of higher education. 
2. A national television university should not be established 
(Dietrich, 1978) because the telecourses should fit in the curriculum of each 
local institution and each institution is accredited separately. The afore-
mentioned study would seem to substantiate the national trend to control 
telecourse courses offered at the local institutional level. This allows 
feasibility within the individual institutions to offer and coordinate their own 
telecourses. 
Another related telecourse study (Hegar, 1977) was the comparison of 
the "Introduction to Business" telecourse students with their J•on-campus" 
counterparts. The sample included 102 11on-campus 11 students and 279 
telecourse students. 
The conclusion was that both groups showed positive attitudes toward 
business, believed that some control resided within themselves, and propor-
tionally choos:e business careers. The telecourse group experienced a 
greater number of significant changes during the semester and scored a 
higher mean o'n the achievement posttest than the "on-campus 11 group. 
Chief recommendations included the following ideas: 
1. Offer Introduction to Business for credit rn community colleges 
both by traditiona I and telecourse methods. 
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2. Revise the course to reflect current changes that affect business 
operations. 
3. Use community resources. 
4. Emphasize positive attitudes toward business. 
5. Share career information with students. 
Another study (Frazer, 1979) that related to the attitudes and pre-
ferences of students enrolled in library-based telecourses at a community · 
college. The purpose of the study was to determine the attitudes and 
achievements of students in courses offered on a self-paced, individualized 
basis through the use of video-cassettes in comparison to the traditional 
· lecture approach. The population for the study included 150 randomly 
selected students, equally divided between telecourses and the traditional 
classroom approach. 
The results indicated there was no significant difference in the 
attitudes of the two grol)ps of students, No significant difference was 
found in the average test scores of the two groups. No significant dif-
ference was found in attitudes of those completing the course and those not 
completing the course. 
Another study (Fernandez, 1976) related to the role of the campus 
instructor in student achievement in community college telecourses. The 
study looked at two groups of students. One group was exposed to the 
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service of a campus instructor while taking a specific class on television. 
The second, or control, group were students of comparable background, who 
were exposed to television only. 
No significant difference appeared in the achievement level and 
course comp le ti on rate between the two groups. Females achieved at a 
higher rate than males; mature students achieved a higher I eve I than young 
college-age students; and, students with substantial college units completed, 
achieved higher than students with I imited college experience. 
In a recent publication by Munshi, (1980) there is a chapter entitled, 
11 Telecourse: Benefits and Problems. 11 This chapter spoke to the benefits and 
problems for both the colleges and the airing stations. One of the benefits 
for the colleges is that telecourses reach audiences that would not otherwise 
be able to attend college, that is, housewives with small children, handi-
capped individuals, senior citizens, or distance learners. Some other 
benefits are that telecourses draw students into the regular programs, offer 
flexibility scheduling or the ability to schedule classes at off hours, and 
provide ability to repeat programs for students who might miss a lecture. 
Telecourses also are a pacing device, offer an alternative learning approach, 
stretch faculty resources, and provide publicity for the institutional district. 
One of the problems for colleges that offer telecourses is that tele-
.. 
courses threaten faculty, either in their job security or in their perception of 
a 11quality 11 education. Some other problems are the inability to predid tele-
course enrollments; lack of suitable courseware; difficulty in using an 
unfamiliar educational system for administration, faculty, and students; 
difficulty of scheduling in some systems; and the amount of administrative 
time necessary to offer telecourse relationships with stations, and supplying 
services to off-campus students. 
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Benefits for airing stations include such things as telecourses reach 
new audiences, perform a public service, increase subscribers, and provide 
diversity of programming. Reaching new audiences would include people 
searching for different types of programming on television. These new 
audiences may or may not be interested in credit. The public service a 
cable station performs relates to part of the station's responsibility to provide 
a channel for colleges and universities. Subscribers would be increased by 
those persons interested in telecourses for credit that may not otherwise 
subscribe to cable television. The diversity of programming stems from the 
fact that most telecourses provide additional programs that might not other-
wise be shown on cable. 
Some problems for the airing stations are lack of air time, telecourses 
preempt more rewarding programming, unreasonable scheduling requests from 
colleges, staff time spent !n answering questions on lessons, and requests for 
publicity. Regarding lack of air time, the telecourses may take up a major 
portion of the educational channel. Telecourses at times may preempt a 
program that could better fit on the college and university channel. Colleges 
may· request several repeat airings of telecourse segments for the students 
advantage. This would require additional time for cable television technicians 
to air these segments. Cable television clerical personnel may be required 
to handle additional inquiries about telecourses. Colleges may ask the 
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airing stations for an additional amount of publicity regarding telecourses. 
Telecourses Offered on Cable 
There are approximately 4, 000 cable companies in the United States 
today, serving 9,000 communities and reaching some thirteen million sub-
scribers. Twenty-two percent of all television homes now have cable, and 
coble saturation is constantly increasing. The 1972 11Coble Television 
Report and Order 11 required cable systems in major markets to maintain, 
"At least one channel each for public, educational, government, and leased 
access 11 (Munshi, p. 57, 1980). 
Individuals or groups that might want to air a coble program as a 
public service would have access to the public channel. For example, the 
league of women voters may present a program urging people to get out and 
vote. Educational channels would be for educational institutions to use for 
programming such as telecourses. The airing of legislative sessions, or city 
commission meetings would be presented on the government channel. The 
leased access channel could be leased by an individual or organization for 
his/her own purpose as long as the guidelines of the cable systems were met. 
Organizations could also be accessible to this channel. 
The experimental QUBE cable system in Columbus, Ohio opened new 
possibi Ii ties for cable television use by educators and adult learners. 
QUBE is a two-way cable system that enables viewers to, "talkback 11 to 
their television sets by means of response buttons on the home control panel. 
Responses are registered on a computer at the systems control center 
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(Munshi, 1980). Computer printouts can then be generated for the benefit 
of the instructor. 
In the study conducted at Texas Technical University (Clay, 1977) 
some interesting facts were reported. This study indicated that education 
via cable television had been used with success from elementary schools 
through the college level. A literature search also revealed hundreds of 
studies reporting no significant difference between teaching by television or 
teaching by "face to face" traditional classroom methods. The study. con-
cluded that it was feasible to offer courses on the.doctoral level to in-service 
higher education faculty via cable television. 
During '1978-1979, one survey revealed that out of a total of 1,824 
colleges, 163 were already offering telecourses via cable television. Of 
these 81 were two-year colleges, 45 were public four-year colleges' and 37 
were private four-year colleges (Dirr, Katz, and Pedone, 1981). 
Summary 
Two-year colleges are experiencing a rapid growth in serving in-
creasing numbers of adult students. Tulsa Junior College appears to be 
following a similar growth pattern. In an effort to expand its service, and 
reach new audiences, Tulsa Junior College is providing telecourse$ for 
persons in Tulsa County. 
A review of the literature had indicated that television is a viable 
means of instruction. Reasons for this viability are included in the follow-
ing: Television reaches a number of people that may not otherwise be 
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reach~d0 .television provides inde.pendent study concept for students, television 
allows f9culty to· serve additional students, and television offers flexibility 
of scheduling for the students. 
Cable television is also experiencing a phenomenal growth pattern 
that should continue in the future. Little, if any, research is available in 
the areas of telecourses that involves delivery by cable television. Produc-
ing additio~al quality telecourses should allow more students to be served by 
this mode of instruction. 
CHAPTER Ill 
METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of t'h~ study was to evaluate and analyze the perceptions 
of those involved with telecourses at Tulsa Junior College for future decision-
making purposes to improve telecourse offerings and student services. Spring 
Semester, 1981 was used as the basis for this study. This chapter outlines 
the methodology used in the study presenting selection of the subjects, 
development of the instruments, collection of the data, and analysis of the 
data. 
Selection of the Subjects 
The population for this study was the 479 students enrolled in tele-
courses at Tulsa Junior College for the Spring Semester, 1981. These 
students were enrolled in the following te lecourses: 
BUS 1053 
ECO 1353 
ENG 1113 
ENG 1213 
HIS 1483 
HIS 1493 
POS 111..~ 
PSY 1113 
Introduction to Business 
Personal Finance .. 
Freshman Composition I 
Freshman Composition II 
American History, 1492-1865 
American History, 1865-Present 
American Federal Government 
General Psychology. 
The population for the faculty questionnaire was the 12 telecourse 
instructors for the Spring Semester, 1981 • For six of the telecourses only one 
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, .. ' 
instructor was involved in coordinating the indivi.dual course. In Freshman 
Composition I and Freshman Composition II there were three instructors 
involved in each cours~. 
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i"ne 10 administrators were selected by the researcli for their .Past con-
tact and familiarization with telecourses. For example, three Division Chair-
men were asked to respond because .all eight telecourses were housed in these 
divisions. The Director of Media Services was asked to participate because 
of his involvement with telecourses in the dubbing of tapes and interaction 
with telecourse students and faculty. The Vice-President of Business and 
Auxiliary Services was asked to be involved because of his knowledge of 
telecourses for the budget and funding process. 
Development of the Instruments 
Questionnaires were developed both for students wh.o completed a tele-
course (completers) and for those students who registered but did not complete 
a telecourse (non-completers). The questionnaires for the completers (see 
Appendix A for the fina I copy of the questionnaire) and non-completers (see 
Appendix B for the final copy of that questionnaire) were developed using 
. ;, 
some .of the same areas .that were used in Tulsa Junior College's current form 
f~r stud~nt evaluati~~"oi. faculty. Other areas of the questionnaires were 
developed from areas that were uniq\Je to telecourses. Suggestions were 
spught from faculty members, administrators, and telecourse students in develop-
ing the Ciuestionnaires. Two telecourse students were asked to do a trial run 
of both student questionnciires for clarity and ease of reading. The final copy 
of the questionnaires reflected the revisions suggested by these students. 
The faculty questionnaire (see Appendix C for the final copy) was 
developed with input from administrators and faculty. This instrument was 
field tested with members of the two groups. The final copy reflected the 
revisions suggested by both administrators and faculty. 
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The administrator questionnaire (see Appendix D for the final copy) 
was developed with input from administrators. This instrument was field 
tested with the administrators. Minor revisions as suggested by the adminis-
. trators are reflected in the changes incorporated into the final version. 
Also used in the study was a Student Profile Analysis which lists 
various information about telecourse students in summary form~ See Appendix 
E for copy of a sample Student Profile Analysis. This printout includes such 
information as: sex, age categories, ACT scores, zip code, transfer status, 
day or evening student, race, admission status, hours employed per week, 
previous degree, etc. In addition, student~ transcripts were used to glean 
more information about telecourse students. See Appendix F for a sample 
copy of a student transcript. Grade Analysis printouts were also used in this 
study. See Appendix G for a sample of the Grade Analysis. This analysis 
simply provided a summary of the grade breakdown of telecourse students and 
regular students. This analysis also provided the number of withdrawals 
within a given semester. 
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Collection of the Data 
The data for the telecourse completers was gathered at the time the 
students came to c~mpus for their final examination. The data for the tele-
course non-completers was gathered from two mailings. The first mailing was 
June 10, 1981 and the second was August 3, 1981. It was decided not to 
complete a third mailing because some resentment was evident'from the 
non-completers. 
The questionnaire for telecourse faculty was hand delivered and 
returned in person to the researcher's office. The questionnaire for adminis-
trators was also hand delivered and returned to the researcher's office. The 
Student Profile Analysis, the telecourse students transcripts, and the telecourse 
student Grade Analysis were all computer printouts that were generated in the 
Computer Center at Tulsa Junior College. 
Analysis of the Data 
In analyzing the data for the questionnaire for the telecourse students, 
both completers and non-completers, a percentage method was used on the 
objective-type statement. This percentage method was used for the specific 
classes and also as a percentage summary for the total telecourse offerings. 
Questions that required a written response by the students were 
analyzed in a narrative form. These narrative responses were grouped in 
common categories prior to the fina I written narrative form. 
The questionnaire for the telecourse faculty was analyzed in 
percentage form for the objective-type question and a narrative summary for 
the written responses. Since the administrative questionnaire required only 
written responses, it therefore was analyzed and reported in narrative form. 
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The te le course Student Profile Analysis and the te le course students' 
transcripts were used to gather specific data about the student. This data was 
analyzed and reported in various ways. Grade point averages were reported 
for all students plus an analysis of grade point averages by sex and number of 
students with previous degrees was gathered from this data. Comparison of 
grades of telecourse students with their regular on-campus counterparts enrolled 
in the equivalent on-campus class was accomplished by using the Grade 
Analysis printout. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENlATION AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
This chapter is organized in the following manner: Return Rates, Pro-
file of Students, Grade Analysis, Instructor Evaluation, and Administrative 
Evaluation. 
Return Rates 
There were four different types of questionnaires used in this study. 
There was a telecourse completer questionnaire, telecourse non-completer ques-
tionnaire, telecourse instructor questionnaire, and an administrator questionnaire. 
Telecourse Completer Questionnaire 
The questionnaire was administered during the final examination period 
on May 1, 2, and 3, 1981 when the students were on campus. The return 
.... 
rates by course for the telecourse completers are presented in Table I. The 
tota I number of respondents were 339 out of 393 te le course student enrollments 
for a return rate of 86.26 percent. 
Telecourse Non-Completers Questionnaire 
The telecourse non-completers questionnaire was initially mailed on 
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June 10, 1981. The questionnaires were coded to identify those not 
responding. On August 3, 1981 a second mailing was completed to those 
who had not yet responded. As a result of both mailings, there were 86 
respondents out of 224 telecourse non-completer enrollments for a return rate 
of 38. 39 percent. A further presentation of the results as broken down by 
each course is listed in Table II. After two mailings it was decided not to 
mail out a third time because some resentment was evident from individuals 
after the second mailing. 
TABLE I 
RESPONSE OF TELECOURSE COMPLETER$ BY COURSE 
Number of 
Telecourse Number Percent 
Telecourse Completers Responding Responding 
BUS 1053 46 34 73. 91 
ECO 1353 38 36 94.74 
ENG 1113 59 55 93.22 
ENG 1213 54 37 68.52 
HIS 1483 36 33 91.67 
HIS 1493 46 15 32.61 
POS 1113 57 48 84.42 
PSY 1113 56 46 82. 14 
TOTAL 393 339 86.26 
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TABLE II 
RESPONSE OF TELECOURSE NON-COMPLETERS BY COURSE 
Number of Received Letters 
Questionnaires Responses But Did Not 
Telecourse Distributed Received Respond 
BUS 1053 16 6 9 
·)~, .. .,:, 
ECO 1353 19 7 11 
ENG 1113 34 8 22 
ENG 1213 42 22 16 
HIS 1483 29 13 12 
HIS 1493 38 12 12 
POS 1113 23 l 0. 9 
PSY 1113 33 8 22 
TOTAL 224 86 113 
Instructor Ouestionnaire 
The instructor questionnaire was delivered personally to each of the 
telecourse instructors. The instructors were given one week in which to 
respond and return the questionnaire. Questionnaires were delivered to 12 
telecourse instructors with all 12 returned for a return rate of 100 percent. 
Administrator Questionnaire 
The administrator questionnaire was personally delivered to administrators 
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who had some knowledge of telecourses. The administrators were given one 
week in which to respond and return the questionnaire. If they did not 
respond a personal call was made to the individual and the form was then 
returned. There were l 0 administrators selected and 10 responded for a return 
rate of l 00 percent. 
Profile of Students 
The Student Profile Analysis, student's transcripts, and Student Grade 
Analysis were all computer generated printouts that provided information on 
the profile of the telecourse students. The raw data were compiled on each 
of the 479 te le course students I is ting age, previous degree, transfer status, 
total hours earned previous to Spring Semester, 1981, grade point average 
after Spring Semester, 1981, grades in each telecourse, and whether or not 
the student had taken a previous telecourse. 
In the study there were 339 women and 140 men enrol led in te lecourses 
for a total of 479 students. The mean age for the women was 30.00 years 
and for the men the mean age was 28.34 years. The combined mean age 
for all students was 29.52 years with the median age being 25 years. 
This profile also indicated that 48.97 percent of the women were 
enrolled in telecourses only. Thirty-five percent of the men were enrolled in 
telecourses only. This reflects 44.89 percent of the students who were 
enrolled solely in telecourses. The study indicated that 30 students, or 6.26 
percent, had a previous degree; of these 30 students, 23 were women and 7 
were men. 
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It should be noted that 146 students, consisting of l 08 women and 38 men, 
had taken at least one previous telecourse which is 74 percent. The study also 
indicated that telecourse students had a combined grade point average of 2 .46. 
The women had a grade point average of 2.53 while the men earned a grade point 
average of 2.32. In Table Ill the majors of all telecourse students are presented. 
It should be noted that most of the telecourses that were offered met the general 
education requirements needed by most majors. 
TABLE Ill 
TELECOURSE STUDENTS BY MAJORS 
Liberal Art• 130 27. t'l'o Chemt•try • 40/c 
91uineH Admtl!Utratioll 53 11. l'JI. Rome Ecoaomic• 2 . 4~. 
>iu ning A pplicaat 32 6. 7.,, Jaunallem 2 . 4,-t) 
Accounting 27 s. sor. Medical Doctor- 2 , 4'"'r 
Comput"r- Pr-orrammer 24 5. O'I, Miaic 2 . 4", 
'.llursing 18 3. 3% Phy•ic&l Therapy .4% 
E.ngtnffl"'lng 13 2. 7"' Bio-Medical Equipm.,nt T"chnology l .2% 
Accauanar AHociate 10 2.1% Electro-Mechanical T~lmotov 1 • 2% 
BanltilUJ 10 2. 11'· Electronics Technololl'Y 1 .. :?% 
Legal. AHi8t&Dt 10 2.1.,. Ff.Dance 2 • 2'1'o 
EclucatiOn CElemencaryl 10 z. l'JI. Gitneral Otnce AHtstant l • 2'1· 
Psycllolo17 9 !.~.,. lnclu•tri&l Security 1 .2'1o 
Adml!liatrattve Manapment 8 1. i'!o Lodgtnr/Food Sernce Manqement 1 .2~ 
:\Iarltetlnf 8 1. 7.,, Booltlteepinf l -~ Edacaticm ISecondary> 7 1. 5% Labor StndiH • 2~o 
Busmen Educatl.on 4 • 8% Machintst Technology • z<,', 
Enili•h 4 • 8% Medical Secretary Applicant .2~c-
GeolOC' 4 • S'l'o Medical Secretary . 20: 
Law 4 • 8'fo P1tr110Mel Aa•istant • 2,i:i 
None 
-l • SOfo ProteHiOllal Secretary • 2% 
Computer OperUOr 3 • 53 Real !:state . 2% 
DnltU!i/Out111 Totelmology 3 
. 6'" Smail Bll•iMH Manapmeat .2% Fire Pr-otectiOD Teclmoloa 3 • SOfo Survltl'inir TechnoloCY I .:?"?. 
Horticultun Tec!moloiY 3 • So/o TrU11110rtation/Tral!ic Manqement l • 2,.o 
Medical Laboratory T•chnolor;y 3 • 8'4 Satety TechnolOll'Y l • %'1'l~ 
Police Science 3 • 8"' Drama 1 . 2.,, 
Prorrammer Analyet 3 • 8'!1. Health EclacatiOn 1 • 2% 
Purchutnr/:Materia!s Manapment 3 . s.,, Hi•tal"Y 1 . 2-., 
Pharmacy 3 • 6'l'o Libr-ary Science 1 .:?'lo 
Phyaica! Educarton 3 • eO/o Math411!1attc:s • :?Ofo 
Phyaic&l Science 3 .n, Oceanographic 
. 2"' Dental AHtstant 2 • 4'fo Philoaoplly .:!~ti 
Insurance 2 • 4% Politic:&! Scimce .~!!-
Medical Lab Technolo1Y AiiPlie&nt 2 • 4"1, Radio • 2'1', 
RHptratory Therapy 2 . 
. '" 
Religion .~«': 
Wor-d P'roceHiJal" Techftolo111 2 
. '°"' 
Socioloa • 2"'' 
.\rchitHrlll'lt 2 
·'"' 
St»eo!I " Drama -~' Art 2 
. '"' 
V eterilllu'y M ecliclae . ,, 
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Analysis of Telecourse Student Questionnaire 
Completers 
Table IV presents the information and the method of registration for the 
telecourse completers. It should be noted that most students (45.5CJ'/o) 
registered by telephone. The least c;imount registered through the group 
advisement center. Tables V through XX I indicate the complete rs response to 
the indivi duo I questions on the questionnaire. These tables reflect the tota I 
responses on all eight telecourses. 
TABLE IV 
METHOD OF REGISTRATION 
OF TELECOURSE 
COMPLETERS 
N 
Telephone 138 
Self-Advised On-Campus 118 
Counseling Center 17 
No Answer 14 
Faculty 12 
Group Advisement Center 5 
% 
45.4 
38.8 
5.6 
4.6 
3.9 
1.6 
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As shown in Table V, 82. 90 percent of the students, agreed or 
strongly agreed that the telecourse programs were interesting. Only 11. 19 
percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that the telecourse programs were 
interesting. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
Strong I y Disagree 
No Answer 
TABLE V 
RESPONSES OF TE LECOURSE COMPLETERS 
TO QUESTION CONCERNING T.V. 
PROGRAMS BEING INTERESTING 
N 
78 
174 
14 
30 
4 
4 
Table VI indicated that 91. 12 percent of the te le course completer 
% 
25.66 
57.24 
4.61 
9.87 
1.32 
1.32 
respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that telecourse programs were 
informative. The table also indicates that 4.61 percent of the respondents 
disagreed or strongly disagreed on the programs being informative. 
TABLE VI 
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS CONCERNING 
INFORMATIVE PROGRAMS 
N 
33 
% 
Strongly Agree 80 26.32 
Agree 197 64.80 
No Opinion 11 3.62 
Disagree 11 3.62 
Strongly Disagree 3 .99 
No Answer 2 .66 
Table VII indicates that 93.75 percent of telecourse completer respon-
dents agreed or strongly agreed that the telecourse programs were understand-
able. Also, 2.63 percent disagreed that the programs were understandable. 
Table VIII indicates that 83.32 percent of the telecourse completer 
respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that the textbook was appropriate 
for the course. Ten and fifty-eight hundredths percent of the respondents 
disagreed or strongly disagreed that the textbook. was appropriate for the 
te le course. 
Table IX indicates that 87. 17 percent of the telecourse completer 
respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that the study guide helped them 
organize their studies as they went through the telecourse. Table IX also 
indicated that 7 .57 percent either disagreed or strongly disagreed that the 
study guide was helpful. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 
TABLE VII 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING 
UNDERSTANDABILITY OF PROGRAMS 
N 
70 
215 
8 
8 
0 
3 
Table X indicates that 86.51 percent of the telecourse completer 
34 
% 
23.03 
70.72 
2.63 
2.63 
0 
.99 
respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that the exercises and readings in 
the study guide helped them improve their knowledge of the telecourse. The 
table also shows that 6.25 percent either disagreed or strongly disagreed that 
the study guide helped them improve their knowledge of the course. 
Table XI indicates that 53.29 percent of the telecourse completer 
respondents either agreed or strongly agreed on finding their on-campus tele-
course instructor helpful. The table also shows that 5. 92 percent of the 
respondents either disagreed or strongly disagreed that on-campus telecourse 
instructors was helpful. It should be noted that 39. 15 percent had no 
opinion on this question. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 
TABLE VIII 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING 
APPROPRIATENESS OF TEXTBOOK 
N 
85 
168 
16 
26 
7 
2 
35 
% 
27.96 
55.26 
5.26 
8.55 
2.03 
. 66 
Table XII indicates that 85.53 percent of the telecourse completer 
respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the examination covered the 
material in the telecourse. 
Table XIII indicates that 60.53 percent of the telecourse completer 
respondents had no opinion on the telecourse hotline being helpful. The 
table also indicates that 31.25 percent either agreed or strongly agreed that 
the hotline is helpful. Also 5.26 percent of the respondents either disagreed 
of strongly disagreed on the hotline being helpful. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 
TABLE IX 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERN ING 
HELPFULNESS OF STUDY GUIDE 
N 
115 
150 
13 
21 
2 
3 
TABLE X 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING 
HELPFULNESS OF STUDY GUIDE 
EXERCISES AND READINGS 
N 
103 
160 
18 
14 
5 
4 
36 
% 
37 .83 
49 .34 
4.28 
6.91 
.65 
.99 
% 
33.88 
52.63 
5.92 
4.61 
l.64 
1.32 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 
TABLE XI 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING 
HELPFULNESS OF INSTRUCTOR 
N 
60 
102 
119 
10 
8 
5 
TABLE XII 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING . 
EXAMINATIONS 
N 
68 
192 
20 
16 
5 
3 
37 
% 
19.74 
33.55 
39. 14 
3.29 
2.63 
1.64 
% 
22.37 
63. 16 
6.58 
5.26 
1.64 
.99 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
TABLE XIII 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERN ING 
HELPFULNESS OF HOTLINE 
27 
68 
184 
10 
Strongly Disagree 6 
No Answer 9 
38 
% 
8.88 
22.37 
60.53 
3.29 
l. 97 
2.96 
Table XtV indicates that 82.89 percent of the telecourse completer 
respondents agreed or strongly agreed while 9.87 percent either disagreed or 
strongly disagreed on being satisfied with the course overall. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
TABLE XfV 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING 
OVERALL COURSE SA TIS FACTION 
N 
63 
189 
17 
19 
Strongly Disagree 11 
No Answer 5 
% 
20.72 
62. 17 
5.59 
6.25 
3.62 
1.64 
39 
Table XV indicates that 17 .76 percent of the telecourse completer 
respondents had no opinion on their current grade reflecting mastery of the 
course material while 12.50 percent either disagreed or strongly disagreed. 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
TABLE XV 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERN ING 
MASTERY AND GRADE REFLECTION 
N 
36 
154 
54 
33 
Strongly Disagree 5 
No Answer 22 
% 
11.84 
50.66 
17.76 
10.86 
1.64 
7.24 
Table XVI indicates that 26 students enrolled primarily for the conven-
ience of tele.courses, while 16 enrolled for the reason of saving time, gas, 
.and money. · 
The majority.of the responses in Table XVII related to the telecourse 
programs being interesting, while the next highest response indicated the tele-
course provided information. 
Dislikes about the telecourse, as indicated in Table XVIII included 
testing, the study guide, and the fact that they missed conversation and 
explanation from the instructors. 
TABLE XVI 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING 
WHY ENROLLED IN A TELECOURSE 
Convenient 
To save time, gas, and money 
To remain at home with chi Id (children) 
Curriculum requirement 
None of the courses offered on-campus fit into my schedule 
Could not meet class on a regular basis 
Flexible times 
Needed for teaching certificate 
Self-improvement 
All other English classes were closed 
Transportation not available 
Because I enjoy studying History 
Business often takes me out of state for lengthy periods 
I thought it would be a different source of learning and 
may be more helpful to me 
Investment and money management 
Student at Tulsa University, work full-time and course is 
required at Tulsa University for graduation 
To avoid parking difficulties at Tulsa Junior College 
Wanted to assure myself I had the ability to study after 
being out of school 21 years 
Non-Completers 
40 
N 
26 
16 
10 
7 
7 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
l 
l 
l 
As part of the analysis of the non-completers responses, three tables are 
utilized for the presentation of findings. Table XXll indicates the student 
status of the telecourse non-completer. As indicated, the majority or 80. 23 
percent of the non-completers are part-time students. Table XXlll indicates 
the method of registration of the non-completers. As the table indicates the 
majority of the non-completers registered by telephone. Table XXIV on the 
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non-completers lists the reasons why the non-completers did not finish the 
course. As indicated, most non-completers stated that the telecourse took 
more time than they had anticipated. The second most frequetlt answer was 
that the student was unable to keep up with the assignments. 
TABLE XVII 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING 
WHAT WAS LIKED ABOUT THE TELECOURSE 
Interesting 30 
Information 26 
Independent Study 9 
I can study at home after work 7 
I learned a lot 6 
The text 5 
I can study at my own pace and watch the lesson 4 
more than once 
The instructors, the attitude that they really 4 
want to help you 
I feel more confident about my writing 2 
Love the talks and workbooks 2 
The author of the book doing the show 2 
Different historian's views 1 
Do not have to listen to teochers persona I problems in class 1 
I have to be honest and not say anything 1 
I really like the way the study guide was written 1 
Interesting 11 on-spot 11 history presentation 1 
It has me more involved in family financial matters 1 
Learning :ibout the stockmarket 1 
Reoding of the plays--------------------------------------~ 
TABLE XVIII 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING 
WHAT WAS DISLIKED ABOUT 
Testing 
Nothing 
Study Guide 
THIS COURSE 
Miss conversation and explanations from instructor 
Textbook 
Too much reading 
Lack of classroom participation 
Not convenient 
Each program covers subject too fast 
No class discussion 
Too lax, takes too much discipline, too easy to let classes go 
Long periods between tests 
Sometimes correct program was not shown on TV 
It was too easy for me to skip lessons 
Lack of persona I contact . 
Not interesting 
Poetry 
42 
N 
19 
15 
12 
10 
9 
7 
6 
6 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
l 
l 
1 
1 
Table XXV reveals the response to the question concerning why students 
enrol led in the telecourse. Responses indicated the major reasons for enrol I-
ing related to needing the telecourse credit for a degree, convenience of 
staying at home, and saving gas, time, and money. 
Table XXVI indicates that not having time for the telecourse was the 
leading 11 other 11 reason for not having completed the telecourse. It should be 
noted that several specific individual reasons are listed in Table XXVI. 
TABLE XIX 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERN ING 
WHAT WAYS THE TE LE COURSE COULD 
BE MORE EF"FECTIVE 
Improve tests and feedback on tests 
Better study guide and textbook 
Have a few required sessions with on-campus instructor 
Improve TV programs 
Less reading 
More contact with instructors 
Offer a greater selection of courses · 
Better hotline 
Know instructor better 
Evening 
Morning 
Week-ends 
Afternoon 
Around the clock 
TABLE XX 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING 
WHAT TIME OF DAY WAS MOST 
CONVENIENT FOR VIEWING 
TELECOURSES 
43 
N 
16 
10 
10 
7 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
N 
125 
42 
18 
11 
2 
TABLE XXI 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERN ING 
COMMENTS, AND/OR SUGGESTIONS 
FOR IMPROVING THE COURSE 
OVERALL 
Improve textbook 
Improve study guide 
Have some type of test review 
Update TV programs 
Make sure the tapes come on as scheduled 
Change. the music played on the introduction 
Have homework to turn in to help impr:>ve grade 
Improve orientation 
To have a more personable contact with the class, for example 
study partner and better contact with the instructor 
TABLE XXll 
STUDENT STATUS OF TE LECOURSE 
NON-COMPLETERS 
N 
Full-Time Student (12 hours or more) 15 
Part-Time Student (less than 12 hours) 69 
No Answer 2 
% 
44 
N 
9 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
17.44 
80.23 
2.33 
TABLE XXI II 
METHOD OF REGISTRATION FOR 
TELECOURSE NON-COMPLETERS 
45 
N % 
Telephone 40 46.0 
Se If-Advised On-Campus 35 40.2 
Counseling Center 6 6.9 
No Answer 4 4.6 
Faculty 2 2.3 
Group Advisement Center 0 0 
Grade Analysis 
Table XXVlll through XXXV present the grade analysis comparison on 
each individual telecourse with the total grade analysis of the same on-
campus course. Table XXXVI reflects the comparison of total telecourse 
offerings with the total on-campus courses. 
In analyzing these findings, it was found that the telecourses had 
fewer completers in all cases than the on-campus counterpart. The mean 
indicated 13.15 percent fewer completers in the telecourses than in the same 
on-campus courses. This difference ranged from a low difference of 4.48 
percent in ENG 1113, Freshman Composition I, to a high difference of 20. 18 
percent in HIS 1483, American History 1492-1865. 
TABLE XXIV 
REASONS FOR NOT COMPLETING TELE COURSE 
BY TELECOURSE NON-COMPLETERS 
The telecourse required more time than I had anticipated 
Was unable to keep up with assignments 
Overa:ll course load too heavy 
Broadcast schedule was not convenient 
Did not like TV course 
Was not motivated for this type of instruction 
Job Transfer 
.Illness (self) 
Job difficulty 
Grades earned were unacceptable 
Dissatisfied with video tape programs 
Dissatisfied with the study guide 
Dissatisfied with on-campus telecourse instructor 
Dissatisfied with course assignments (quantity or quality) 
Moved 
Family problems 
Exams were too difficult 
Dissatisfied with the textbook 
Illness (family) 
Not interested in the course 
Cable service not available 
Orientation was not sufficient 
Unable to contact telecourse instructor 
Did not attend orientation 
Enrolled in the wrong class 
N 
27 
25 
19 
13 
13 
11 
11 
10 
9 
9 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
4 
2 
2 
1 
0 
% 
12. 0% 
11. lo/c 
8. 4% 
5. 8% 
5. 8% 
4. 9% 
4. 9% 
4. 4% 
4.0% 
4.0% 
3. 6% 
3. 6% 
3. 1% 
3.1% 
3. 1% 
3.1% 
3.1% 
2. 7% 
2. 7% 
2. 7% 
1. 8% 
.9% 
.9% 
.4% 
Table XXVlll indicates that 21. 93 percent of the on-campus students 
46 
received A's as compared to 14.51 percent in the telecourse. Also, 17.74 per-
cent of the students received F's in the telecourse as compared to 12.62 percent 
in the on-campus course. This table indicates that 10.86 percent more students 
completed the on-campus course as opposed to the te lecourse. 
TABLE XXV 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING 
WHY ENROLLED IN THE TELECOURSE 
Needed credit for degree 
Convenience of staying at home 
Save gas, time, and money 
Needed prerequisite for B.S. degree in nursing 
Small children at home 
To obtain 3 credits 
Self-improvement 
Interested in convenience and home study 
Telecourses fit into schedule better than on-campus courses 
For additional information in personal money management 
Increase my business knowledge 
47 
N 
14 
10 
8 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
l 
l 
Table XXIX reveals that 26.79 percent of the students enrolled in the 
on-campus class received A's as compared to 14. 03 percent A's in the tele-
course. Also, 33. 33 percent of the students enrolled did not complete the 
telecourse as compared to 24.22 percent not completing the on-campus course. 
Table XXX indicates that 32.25 percent of the students received B's in 
the telecourse as contrasted to 18.58 percent B's in the on-campus class. 
Also, there were 36.55 percent non-completers in the telecourse and 32.08 
percent non-completers in the on-campus course. 
Reflected.in Table XXXI is the fact that 8.32 percent of the on-campus 
course students received F's. This compares to almost the same percent (8.33) 
receiving F's in the telecourse. The table further indicates 23 .66 percent of 
the on-campus students did not complete the course as compared to a 43.75 
percent non-completion rate in the telecourse. 
TABLE XXVI 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERN ING 
OTHER REASONS WHY COURSE 
Didn't have time for course 
Hospitalized relative 
Car accident 
NOT COMPLETED 
Hospitalized during final examination 
Job load and course load too heavy 
Making wedding preparations 
Didn't like grading or testing system 
Didn't provide additional information as expected, 
simply a review of already known information 
Divorced with a 5 year old child, work full-time 
Needed even later TV cable service 
Out of town due to job travel 
Table XXXll reveals that 23.82 percent of the students received B's 
48 
N 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2· 
2 
1 
in the on-campus course as compared to 12.30 percent receiving B's in the 
te le course. The to'ole also indicates 55. 38 percent of the students completed 
the telecourse and 75 .50 percent of the students completed the on-campus 
course. 
Eighteen and twenty-three hundredths percent of the students enrolled in 
the on-campus course received A's as compared to 5. 40 percent receiving A's 
in the History 1493 telecourse, as indicated in Table XXXlll. Table XXXlll 
further reveals 37 .83 percent of the students enrolled in the telecourse were 
49 
non-completers and 20.50 percent of the enrol lees were non-completers in the 
on-campus course. 
Yes 
No 
Maybe 
No Answer 
TABLE XXVll 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING 
ENROLLING IN A TELECOURSE 
IN THE FUTURE 
N 
59 
20 
6 
Table XXXIV indicates 8 .86 percent of the on-campus students earned 
D's as compared to 1.25 percent D's in the telecourse. Table XXXIV 
further revea Is that 81. 28 percent of the on-campus students were complete rs. 
This compares with 71.25 percent completers in the telecourse. 
Table XXXV reveals that in PSY 1113 23 .26 percent of the students 
earned C's in the on-campus course. This compares with 15.73 percent 
earning C's in the telecourse. This table also shows that 7.51 percent of 
the on-campus students reveived F's as compared to 12.35 percent receiving 
F's in the telecourse. 
TABLE XXVlll 
COMPARISON OF BUS 1053 TELECOURSE 
AND ON-CAMPUS GRADES 
,On-Campus 
Grades N % 
A 66 21. 93 
B 73 24.25 
. ' 
c 61 20.26 
D 18 5.98 
F 38 12.62 
Audit AU 0 0 
Satisfactory s 0 0 
Total Completers 256 85.05 
Withdrawal w 19 6.31 
Withdrawal (Passing) WP 19 6.31 
Administrative Withdrawal WN 3 .99 
Incomplete I 2 .66 
Withdrawal (Failing) WF 2 .66 
No Grade NG 0 0 
No Credit NC 0 0 
Total Non-Completers 45 14.95 
Grand Total 301 
so 
Telecourse 
N % 
9 14.51 
15 24. 19 
10 15. 12 
1 1.61 
11 17.74 
0 0 
0 0 
46 74. 19 
4 6.45 
5 8.06 
1 1.61 
2 3.22 
4 6.45 
0 0 
0 0 
16 25.80 
62 
As shown in Table XXXVI, there were 76.92 percent completers in the 
total on-campus courses. lhe same table reveals that 66.11 percent of the 
students completed the total telecourses. 
TABLE XXIX 
COMPARISON OF ECO 1353 TELECOURSE 
AND ON-CAMPUS GRADES 
On-Campus 
Grades N % 
A 30 26.79 
B 24 21.43 
c 21 18.75 
D 3 2.68 
F 6 5.36 
Audit AU l .89 . 
Sdtisfactory s 0 0 
Total Completers 85 75.89 
Withdrawal w 11 9.82 
Withdrawal (Passing) WD 9 8.04 
Administrative Withdrawal WN 5 4.46 
Incomplete I 2 1.79 
Withdrawal (Failing) WF 0 0 
No Grade NG 0 0 
No Credit NC 0 0 
Total Non-Completers 27 24.22 
Grand Total 112 
Instructor Evaluation of Telecourses 
51 
Te lecourse 
N % 
8 14.03 
19 33.33 
10 17.54 
0 0 
l 1.75 
0 0 
0 0 
38 66.66 
8 14.03 
9 15.78 
0 0 
2 3.50 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
19 33.33 
57 
Tables XXXVll through XLVI indicates the responses of the telecourse 
instructors to questions 1 - 10 on the instructor questionnaire. 
In Table XXXVll the instructors either agreed or strongly agreed at a 
rate of 66.66 percent on Question l, which related to the non-completion 
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rate. In the same table, 25 percent of the instructors disagreed with the 
statement about the non-completion rate of students being higher with 
te le courses. 
TABLE XXX 
COMPARISON OF ENG 1113 TELECOURSE 
AND ON-CAMPUS GRADES 
On-Campus 
Grades N % 
A 83 12.44 
B 124 18 .59 
c 117 17.54 
D 45 6.75 
F l 12.44 
Audit AU l • 15 
Satisfactory s 0 0 
Total Completers 453 67.93 
Withdrawal w 84 12.59 
Withdrawal (Passing) WP 78 11.69 
Administrative Withdrawal WN 29 4.53 
Incomplete I 9 1.35 
Withdrawal (Failing) WF 14 2. l 0 
No Grade NG 0 0 
No Credit NC 0 0 
Total Non-Completers 214 32.08 
Grand Total 667 
Telecourse 
N % 
12 12.90 
30 32.25 
11 11.82 
0 0 
6 6.45 
0 0 
0 0 
59 63.44 
11 11.82 
22 23.65 
l 1.07 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
34 36.55 
67 
TABLE XXXI 
COMPARISON OF ENG 1213 TELECOURSE 
AND ON-CAMPUS GRADES 
On-Campus 
Grades N % 
A 109 12.96 
B 205 24.38 
c 204 24.26 
D 54 6.42 
F 70 8.32 
Audit AU 0 0 
Satisfactory s 0 0 
Total Completers 642 76.34 
Withdrawal w 79 9.39 
Withdrawal (Passing) WP 75 8.92 
Administrative Withdrawa I WN 11 1.31 
Incomplete I 12 1.43 
Withdrawal (Failing) WF 22 2.62 
No Grade NG 0 0 
No Credit NC 0 0 
Total Non-Completers 199 23.66 
Grand Total 841 
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Telecourse 
N % 
8 8.33 
25 26.05 
10 10. 41 
3 3. 12 
8 8.33 
0 0 
0 0 
54 56.25 
20 20.83 
8 8.33 
0 0 
0 0 
14 14.58 
0 0 
0 0 
42 43.75 
96 
As indicated in Table XXXVlll, 75 percent of the instructors either 
agreed or strongly agreed on the idea that telecasts present comprehensive 
information on the subject, while 25 percent of the instructors either disagreed, 
strongly disagreed, or indicated no answer. 
The findings presented in Table XXXIX indicates that 91.66 percent of 
the instructors felt that the study guide was helpful to the student. On the 
same question, 8 .33 percent had no opinion and not one instructor either 
disagreed or strongly disagreed. 
TABLE XXXll 
COMPARISON OF HIS 1483 TELECOURSE 
AND ON-CAMPUS GRADES 
On-Campus 
Grades N % 
A 79 16.22 
B 116 23.82 
c 78 16.02 
D 44 9 .03 
F 51 10.47 
Audit AU 0 0 
Satisfactory s 0 0 
Total Completers 368 75.56 
Withdrawal w 41 8 .42 
Withdrawal (Passing) WP 35 7. 19 
Administrative Withdrawal WN 10 2.50 
Incomplete I 5 1.03 
Withdrawal (Failing) WF 28 5.75 
No Grade NG 0 0 
No Credit NC 0 0 
Total Non-Completers 119 24.44 
Grand Total 487 
54 
Telecourse 
N % 
7 
8 
12 
4 
5 
0 
0 
36 
13 
7 
0 
l 
8 
0 
0 
29 
65 
10.76 
12 .30 
18.46 
6. 15 
7.69 
0 
0 
55.38 
20.0 0 
10.76 
0 
1.53 
12.3 0 
0 
0 
44.61 
Eighty-three and thirty-four hundredths percent of the instructors 
either agreed or strongly agreed in Table XL that the textbook presents 
material in an understandable manner. Only 8.33 percent of the instructors 
disagreed on this same question. 
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TABLE X><Xl.ll 
' 
COMP.A.RISON OF HIS 1493 TELECOURSE 
AND ON-CAMPUS GRADES 
~· 
On-CampuS-·-- Telecourse 
Grades N % N % 
A 101 18.23 4 5.40 
B 96 17.33 14 18.91 
c 120 21.66 16 21.62 
D 54 9.75 10 13.51 
F 68 12.27 2 2.70 
Audit AU 2 •. 36 0 0 
Satisfactory s 0 0 0 0 
Total Completers 441 79.60 46 62. 16 
Withdrawal w 48 8.66 10 13.51 
Withdrawal (Passing) WP 27 4.87 . 13 17 .56 
Administrative Withdrawal WN 9 1.62 " 2.70 L 
Incomplete I 7 1.26 0 0 
Withdrawal (Foiling) \NF 22 3. 97 3 4.05 
No Grode NG 0 0 0 0 
No Credit NC 0 0 0 0 
Tota I Non-Completers 113 20.40 28 37.83 
~ Grand Total 554 74 
_____ ..;,__~" __ , ____ .......... 
Table: XU, regarding outside assignrne<ts, indic(Jted that 58.33 percent 
of the instructors either agreed or strongly agreed that these assignments were 
helpful to the student. Thirty-three and thirty".'"three hundreths percent of the 
instructors indicated that this question was not applicable to their course. 
In Tobie XLll on the optional study sessions, 66.66 percent of the 
instructors either agreed or strongly agreed that these sessions were helpful to 
the student. Sixteen and sixty·-seven hundredths percent had no opinion and 
56 
16.67 percent of the instructors indicated that this was not applicable to 
their course. 
TABLE XXXIV 
COMPARISON OF POS l l 13 TELECOURSE 
AND ON-CAMPUS GRADES 
On-Campus 
Grades N % 
A 221 24.47 
B ·. 194 21.48 
c 152 16.83 
D 80 8.86 
F 87 9.63. 
Audit AU 0 0 
Satisfactory s 0 0 
Total Completers 437 81. 28 
Withdrawal w 42 4.68 
Withdrawal (Passing) WP 74 8. 19 
Administrative Withdrawal WN 15 1.66 
Incomplete I 11 l. 22 
Withdrawal (Failing) WF 0 0 
No Grade NG 0 0 
No Credit NC 0 0 
Tota I Non-Completers 169 18.72 
Grand Total 903 
Telecourse 
N % 
16 20.00 
20 25.00 
14 17.50 
1 1.25 
6 7.50 
0 0 
0 0 
57 71. 25 
9 11. 25 
8 1o.00 
0 0 
6 7.50 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
23 28.75 
80 
TABLE XXXV 
COMPARISON OF PSY 1113 TELECOURSE 
AND ON-CAMPUS GRADES 
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On-Campus 
Grades N % 
Telecourse 
N % 
A 93 17.03 18 20.22 
B 122 22.34 11 12.35 
c 127 23.26 14 15.73 
D 31 · 5.68 2 2.24 
F 41 7.51 11 12.35 
Audit AU 0 0 0 0 
Satisfactory s 0 0 0 0 
Total Completers 414 75.82 56 62.92 
' Withdrawal w 47 8.61 12 13. 48 
Withdrawal (Passing) WP 59 10.81 19 21. 34 
Administrative Withdrawal WN 16 2.93 0 0 
Incomplete I 2 .37 2 2.24 
Withdrawal (Failing) WF 8 1.47 0 0 
No Grade NG 0 0 0 0 
No Credit NC 0 0 0 0 
Total Non-Completers 132 24. 18 33 37.07 
Grand Total 546 89 
In Table XUll, regarding periodic newsletters, 75 percent of the 
instructors indicated that they either agreed or strongly agreed the newsletter 
would be useful to the student. Sixteen ahd sixty-seven percent of the 
instructors had no opinion on this item. 
Table XLIV presents the fact that 100 percent of the instructors either 
agreed or strongly agreed that the telecourse hotline is helpful to the 
student. 
TABLE XXXVI 
COMPARISON OF TOTAL TELECOURSE 
AND ON-CAMPUS GRADES 
On-Campus 
Grades N % 
A 782 17.72 
B 954 21 .63 
c 680 19.95 
D 329 7.46 
F 444 10.07 
Audit AU 4 .09 
Satisfactory s 0 0 
Total Completers 3393 76.92 
Withdrawal W· 371 8. 41 
Withdrawal (Passing) . WP 376 8.52 
Administrative Withdrawal WN 98 2.22 
Incomplete I 50 1. 13 
Withdrawal (Failing) WF 123 2.79 
No Grade NG 0 0 
No Credit NC 0 0 
Total Non-Completers 1018 23. 00 
Grand Total 4411 
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Telecourse 
N % 
82 
142 
97 
21 
95 
0 
0 
437 
bl 
91 
4 
13 
29 
0 
0 
224 
661 
12. 41 
21.48 
14. 67 
3. 18 
14.37 
0 
0 
66. 11 
13. 16 
13.77 
. 61 
l. 9 
4.3 
7 
9 
0 
0 
33.89 
Ouestion 9, regarding the testing procedure and listed in Table X LV, 
91.67 percent of the instructors either agreed or strongly agreed that the 
testing procedure was adequate for the student. On the same question, 8. 33 
percent of instructors strongly disagreed. 
As reflected in Table XLVI, 91.66 percent of the instructors felt that 
the make-up test procedure was adequate for the student. 
t 
·Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
TABLE XXXVI I 
INSTRUCTOR PERCEPTIONS OF TELECOURSE 
NON-COMPLETION RA TE 
N 
4 
4 
3 
Strongly Disagree 0 
No Answer 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
0 
TABLE XXXVI II 
INSTRUCTOR PERCEPTIONS OF TELECOURSE 
COM PRE HENS !VENESS 
N 
2 
7 
0 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 0 
59 
% 
33.33 
33.33 
8.33 
25.00 
0 
0 
% 
16.67 
58.33 
0 
8.33 
8.33 
8.33 
• 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 
Strongf y Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 
TABLE XXXIX 
INSTRUCTOR PERCEPTIONS OF STUDY 
GUIDE HELPFULNESS 
N 
4 
7 
0 
0 
0 
TABLE XL 
INSTRUCTOR PERCEPTIONS OF 
TEXTBOOK MATERIAL 
N 
2 
8 
0 
0 
60 
% 
33.33 
58.33 
8.33 
0 
0 
0 
% 
16.67 
66.67 
8.33 
8.33 
0 
0 
• 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
TABLE XLI 
INSTRUCTOR PERCEPTIONS OF HELPFULNESS 
OF OUTSIDE ASSIGNMENTS 
N 
3 
4 
0 
Strongly Disagree 0 
No Answer 
Not Applicable 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
0 
4 
TABLE XLll 
INSTRUCTOR PERCEPTIONS OF HELPFULNESS 
OF OPTIONAL STUDY SESSIONS 
7 
2 
0 
Strongly Disagree 0 
No Answer 0 
Not Applicable 2 
61 
% 
25.00 
33.33 
8.33 
0 
0 
0 
33.33 
% 
8.33 
58.33 
16.67 
0 
0 
0 
16.67 
TABLE XLll I 
INSTRUCTOR PERCEPTIONS OF USEFULNESS 
OF PERIODIC NEWSLETTERS 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 
N 
8 
2 
0 
0 
TABLE XLIV 
INSTRUCTOR PERCEPTIONS OF 
HELPFULNESS OF HOTLINE 
N 
5 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
62 
% 
8.33 
66.67 
16.67 
8.33 
0 
0 
% 
41.67 
58.33 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
TABLE XLV 
INSTRUCTOR PERCEPTIONS OF ADEQUACY 
OF TESTING PROCEDURE 
N 
3 
8 
0 
0 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
No Opinion 
Disagree 
o· 
TABLE XLVI 
INSTRUCTOR PERCEPTIONS OF ADEQUACY 
OF MAKE-UP TEST PROCEDURE 
N 
4 
7 
0 
0 
Strongly Disagree 
No Answer 0 
63 
% 
25.00 
66.67 
0 
0 
8.33 
0 
% 
33.33 
58.33 
0 
0 
8.33 
0 
• 
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Further Instructor Evaluation of Telecourses 
Question 11 related to whether the instructor would like to continue 
to coordinate a telecourse. All 12 instructors indicated they would like to 
continue to coordinate a te le course. 
Ouestions 12 - 18 required a written response and are summarized for 
each question separately. On question 12, which was, 11 0f the supplemental 
material, which is the most helpful to the students?" The results revealed 
the study guide was the most frequently mentioned. Instructors also stated 
that review or study sessions on-campus were helpful to students. The tele-
course booklet was also identified as being beneficial supplementary material 
for students. The telecourse syllabus was listed several times as being helpful 
to students. The te lecourse textbook was also mentioned, but not as often as 
the other material. 
Question 13 was, 11 0f the supplemental material, which is the least 
helpful to the student? 11 Most instructors felt that al I the supplemental 
material was helpful to the student. There were, however, some comments 
that the textbooks may be somewhat difficult and the brochure cou Id be 
improved. 
There was quite a variety of responses to question 14, 11What areas do 
you think need to be improved? 11 On two of the courses, Personal Finance 
and Freshman Composition II, the suggestion was made that these courses be 
revised somewhat. The telecourse orientation sessions were mentioned as still 
being a problem for some students. This comment would seem to relate to 
the statement that comm uni cation needs to be improved. Another comment 
had to do with insuring that the students do their own work. Also, much 
more writing practice is needed. One quote was, "Much more course 
emphasis on how to compose, rather than how to love good writing." 
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Question 15 was, "What are the most frequent comments the students 
offer to you concerning telecourses? 11 These comments were widely varied. 
The students seemed to want closer contact with the instructors and miss the 
opportunity for class discuss ion and exchanges with other students. The 
students also mentioned the fact that it is hard to have enough self-discipline 
to stay with the course. But yet other students indicate there is no one to 
push them and they like it this way. Others say the time demands are too 
great on them, that is, working, going to school, family, and so on. 
Question 16 was, 11 ls the grade distribution in the telecourse the same 
as the on-campus course? 11 The perception of the instructor on this question 
was that the grade distribution was either slightly higher or about the same in 
the telecourses as in their on-campus class. One observation was that the 
telecourse student appeared to drop the course, where on-campus students 
would try to hang on for a D grade. 
On Question 17, "What percent of the telecourse students communi-
cate with you?" provided quite a range of answers. This question was broken 
down into three classifications, by phone, by mail, and in person. The 
range on "by phone" was from 5 percent to 33 1/3 percent for a mean of 
21.89 percent. The range on 11by mail 11 was from l percent to 100 percent 
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for a mt;an of 23.3 percent. The "ih person" range was from 0 percent to 
100 percent for a mean of 15.45 percent. 
The last question, question 18 was, "What additional comments and/or 
suggestions for improvement do you have?" Comments related to release 
time for faculty to revise some courses, some type of group discussion or 
telephone buddy system for students, and better coordination of telecourses 
and the same on-campus course. 
Administrative Evaluation 
The presentation of findings for the Administrative Evaluation of tele-
courses will be summarized for each question on the questionnaire. The first 
question related to the value of the telecourse experience for students. Some 
of the comments were very brief but indicated in their opinion the experience 
for students was exce I lent, very valuable and good. One commented that 
the experience should be for the student with a high degree of self-motiva-
tion with the ob\lious drawback being the lack of interaction between student 
and instructor, and student and other students. Another interesting comment 
was that telecourses may be the, 11 Flicker of flame 11 that will enable many 
students to keep their educational lifetime flame burning until they can 
either return to the traditional learning environment or until education 
develops more learning delivery systems. 
The second question was, 11What is the value of telecourse offerings to 
Tulsa Junior College?" The brief responses indicated excellent to very good. 
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One response suggested that telecourse added another dimension to Tulsa 
Jun"ior College's instructional services and are meeting the needs of certain 
adults who are unable to fit into a traditional schedule because they work 
odd hours or have other conflicts. Another comment was tha"t telecourses 
serve certain handicapped students. Another observation was that telecourses 
al lows Tulsa Junior College to serve more students than could be accommo-
dated in present facilities. Also, a person commented that the offering of 
telecourses had generated additional publicity for the college. 
Question 3 considered the value of telecourses to the community. 
The comment was made that telecourses are excel lent enrichment of the 
community whether taken for credit or just viewing as a program. Tele-
courses are a means of bringing higher education to the home. Telecourses 
may be the best mode of learning for some adults and of the approximately 
500 students taking telecourses, 225 would not be taking any course if not 
for telecourses. 
Question 4 asked about the cost effectiveness of telecourses. The 
responses indicated telecourses were very cost effective with Tulsa Junior 
College having a potential cable television market of 100,000 homes. Also, 
it was mentioned that other areas of the college benefited cost wise from 
telecourses, that is, areas such as advertising and publicity. 
In response to question 5 which was, 11 Should other colleges become 
involved with telecourses? 11 Most administrators recommended that other 
colleges become involved in telecourses. The indication was positive if 
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duplication of courses was avoided and superior quality of courses was main-
tained. 
Question 6 was, 11What has been the faculty reaction to telecourses? 11 
According to the administrators, the faculty reaction has been quite positive 
after some initial apprehension. There was one response that after the 
apprehension was over, faculty either approved of or became apathic about 
telecourse offerings. 
The last question, question 7, asked the administrator to comment on 
the offering of telecourses in the future for higher education. All of the 
respondents felt that telecourses would definitely be offered in the future. 
One person stated that telecourses would serve between 10 and 20 percent of 
the adults enrolled in higher education by 1990. Another indicated that 
telecourses are only a, 11Tip of the iceberg" of the possibilities in utilizing 
the electronic media as an educational .delivery system. One observation 
was that telecourses will probabl.y be more effective at the graduate level 
since the motivation levels and self-directed learning skills of the advanced 
students shou Id be greater. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
Discussion of this chapter is divided into three sections. The first 
section presents a summary of the study. The conclusions of the study are 
presented next, and the implications for research and practice ore discussed in 
the lost portion of the chapter. 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to evo luote and ona lyze the perceptions 
of those involved with telecourses at Tulsa Junior College for future decision-
moking purposes to improve telecourse offerings and student services. The 
study sought to answer the fol lowing questions: 
1. How do students (both completers and non-completers) view the 
telecourse experience? 
2. How do Tulsa Junior College telecourse instructors view the tele-
course experience? 
3. How do Tulsa Junior College administrators view the telecourse 
experience? 
4. How do the grades of students enrol led in telecourses compare to 
the grades of students enrolled in the same on-campus courses? 
5. What are the perceived advantages of te lecourses? 
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6. What type of students have the greatest success in te le courses? 
7. What does the demographic data reveal about students enrol led 
in telecourses? 
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8. What are the recommendations for the future regarding telecourses? 
A comprehensive review of the literature was conducted by the 
researcher. This review indicated the growth of the Community/ Junior 
College movement and more specifically Tulsa Junior College. The review 
also presented the growth of cable television, both locally and nationally. 
The study further revealed television to be a viable means of instruction. 
Also, it appears that not much research has been done with telecourses 
offered via cable television. 
The subjects selected were the students enrol led in the telecourses for 
the Spring Semester, 1981. The faculty selected were the twelve faculty 
involved in the eight Spring Semester telecourses. Administrators were 
selected by the researcher for their past contact and familiarization with 
te le courses. 
Questionnaires were developed and field tested for students (both 
completers and non-completers), faculty, and administrators. Also used in the 
study were a Student Profile Analysis, students' transcripts, and the Grade 
Analysis. 
The questionnaire was administered to the telecourse completers on 
campus. Non-completer results were compiled as a result of two mailings. 
Faculty and administrators questionnaires were hand delivered and returned to 
the researcher's office. 
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Data we-re analyzed using the percentage concept on the objective-
type responses. The questions that required written responses were reported in 
narrative form. 
The Student Profile Analysis and the students' transcripts were used to 
gather specific data about individual students. Grade point averages were 
reported for a II students including an analysis of grade point averages by sex. 
Students with previous college degrees were corn pi led from this data. Com-
parison of grades of telecourse students with their on-campus counterparts was 
accomplished by using the Grade Analysis printout. 
Conclusions 
The conclusions for this study are listed following each specific question 
the study sought to answer. 
How Do Students (Both Completers and Non-
Completers) View the Telecourse Experience? 
The te le course experience for the most part was viewed as a positive 
experience for both completers and non-completers. This was evidenced, in 
part, by the fact that the majority of the non-completers indicated they 
would enroll in a telecourse in the future. 
How Do Tulsa Junior College Telecourse 
Instructors View the Telecourse Experience? 
The instructors basically felt the telecourse experience was an effective 
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mode of instruction as long as quality control was maintained for the course. 
Without exception the instructors indicated they would like to coordinate tele-
courses in the future. 
How Do Tulsa Junior College Adminis-
trators View the Telecourse Experience? 
The administrators felt very positive toward the telecourse experience for 
students. Like the instructors, the administrators also felt that quality must be 
maintained. They also felt this was an excellent mode of instruction to meet 
the needs of the adult learner. 
How Do the Grades of Students Enrolled 
in Telecourses Compare to the Grades of 
Students Enrol led in the Same On-Campus 
Courses? 
In the majority of the grade comparisons, the on-campus student 
received higher grades. The total Grade Analysis reflected the fact that 10 
percent more of the students complete the on-campus course as compared to 
the te lecourse. 
What are the Perceived Advantages 
of Telecourses? 
It was indicated in the study that some perceived advantages of tele-
courses were that the courses fit into a degree plan, the courses were con-
venient, and the student could save gas, time, and money. Another 
perceived advantage was the independent study aspect of the telecourse. 
Some of the students thought the independent study aspect was a very good 
approach to meet their learning style. 
Implications for Research and Practice 
Implications for Practice 
The implications for practice from the results of this study are as 
follows: 
Course Revisions 
The study indicated that two of the telecourses might need some 
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revision to better meet the needs of the students. This basically would 
include some updating of the telecourse tapes and revamping the study guides. 
Communication 
Another implication of the study would be to reconsider the communica-
tion with telecourse students. The study revealed that students desired not 
on I y more contact with the te lecourse instructor, but also with other students. 
Orientation sessions should be looked at closely for possible revision. More 
on-campus sessions may be required. A newsletter may be desirable for all 
telecourse students. 
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Scheduling 
Efforts should be made to assure that all telecourse segments be shown 
during the evening hours as this was by far the most desirable time for 
students to view te le courses. 
What Type of Students Have the Greatest 
Success in Telecourses? 
It appears from the study that a student with an adequate grade point 
average in previous courses should be successful in telecourse~. Also, if a 
student has been successful in a previous telecourse, the chance of being 
successful in another telecourse is good. In addition, the female student 
appeared to have been more successful than the ma le student. Further, if a 
student was admitted on special approval his/her chances of being successful 
were greater. 
What Does the Demographic Data Reveal 
About Students Enrolled in Telecourses? 
Demographic data revealed that the majority of the students enrolled 
in te lecourses were female. The mean age of a II students enrolled in tele-
courses was 30 years of age. However, ages ranged from the youngest 
student at 17 years of age to the oldest person at 62 years of age. 
What Are the Recommendations for the 
Fyture Regarding Telecourses? 
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Recommendations for the future for telecourses would be to maintain·high 
quality telecourses. There should be a continuing demand for this mode of instruc- .. 
tion. As the growth of Tulsa Junior College and Tulsa Cable Television continues, 
increasing numbers of adults should be served via telecourses. Future recommenda-
tions would also seem to dictate development of additional telecourses. 
lmpl ications for Further Research 
Grades 
Further research would seem to be appropriate in the area of grades A study 
of the comparison of students taking an on-campus class of Freshman Composition I 
and the next semester enrolling in the Freshman Composition II telecourse would 
be useful. 
Communication Follow-Up 
A follow-up study concerning the communication with telecourse students 
would be in order after some of the aforementioned changes have been implemented. 
National Junior College Telecourse Study 
Two-year colleges throughout the nation are beginning to get in the tele;.. 
course business. A national study related to the perception of students, faculty, 
and administrators would be in order. 
Te I ec ourse Content 
Studies could be conducted related to an evaluation of the content and 
quality of telecourses. 
Student Fol low-up 
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A study would be appropriate to follow-up on telecourse students completing 
a degree or transferring to another institution. 
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APPENDIX A 
TELECOURSE COMPLETER QUESTIONNAIRE 
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PL:E.;sr:: c0:,iPLE'!"E 'fffiS EVALUATION FOR EACH TELECOURSE LN WRICH YOC 
.J,RE E::>:RULLED. --
This ev~luation is roi- the following telecoui-se: 
~ rntroduction to Bllsiness 
P<>rsonal Finance 
FrHhman Composition I 
F!"eshl'naa Compositioa l! 
Amedean History, l492-lB85 
Americ;;u:i History. !865-I-r-esent 
Hum a:iit.ies I 
Amer!ca:n Federal Government 
Ge!leral ?s'ychotogy 
Pleue inci!ctte how you recfsterttd !or th!! .:ourse: 
( ) CowuieUnr Center 
( ) Faculty 
I \ G<"Oup Advisement Center 
< ) Sel!"AciYtsed On Campus 
( J Telephoae 
Oll\ZCT!ONS: rn order to improve the course in future semesters. we are asking 
ror your- reaction of the course up to this 1ti:ne. Plea.se put a check In the 'oo.: tellinl( 
whethe,r you StronilY A1ree. Ai>ree. ha.ve No Opinion, Disagree. or Strongly O!sacree 
with each or the Collowt:i:c statements. 
Sl?'Ollil~ No Stronrly 
.J.i!!! A free Op;tnion Ois~1:trie.e Otsiasr•• 
l. I rind the T, v. pr'Oi?"llmS 
i11teresUn1- ( ) I ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
2. ! !lnd the T. V. provam• 
Wonnati.ve. ( ) () ( l ( ) ( ) 
3. I find the T. V. pr-oarams 
undsnta.n4abl•. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
4. The teictbook 19 &ppr-opr-iate 
for thia coune. ( ) ( ) ( l ( ) ( ) 
5. The 1tucly autct. hel:is m• 
or-aanize my studi .. u I p 
throucb thia coarse. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
5. The u:ereillH and reac!inp In 
the study ptde help me lmpl'OYe 
my lmowledi• ot till.9 courH. ( ) ( l ( ) ( ) ( ) 
.. I ti.ad my on•.:ampua telecourae 
in•,.:uc:tor helpful. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( l ( ) 
s. The •icaminationa eo,,.er the 
material ill the course. 
9. Th• ho tliM is hitlplu I. ( I ( l 
lO. ! a.m satisfied with the 
eour-se over&lt. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) r ) 
<OV!:Rl 
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Page 2 
Strongly No 
A!iree ~ Ooinion Disagree 
lL ::'vly current grade in the 
class accurately reflects 
my mastery of the course 
material. ( ) ( ) ( ) I ) 
DIRECTIONS: Please give the '.ollowing requests your thoughtful consideration. 
l. Why did you enroll in the telecourse? 
2. What do you like about this course? 
3. What do you dislike about this course? 
4. In what ways do you think this course could be more effective? 
5. What time of day was most convenient for viewing telecourses for you'.' 
6. Please list your comments. and/or suggestions for improving the course 
overall. 
7. Would you enroll in another telecourse? Yes < > 
8. Did you ever uae the Hotline? Yes ( ) No ( l 
9. Did you ever contact the on-campus instructor: 
by phone. 
by mail, 
in person, 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No I ) 
Strongly 
DisaQ"ree 
10. Was the communication between you and the on-campus instructor adequate in 
order for you to successfully complete this course? 
Yes ( ) No < l 
. "' 
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APPENDIX B 
TELECOURSE NQN ... COMPLETER QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Full-Time Student (12 hours or more) 
Part-Time Student (less than 12. hours) 
How dtd you 1;egister for the course: 
( ·· Counseling Center 
Faculty 
Group Advisement Center 
Why did you ent'oll in .the telecoursc:? 
Se!f-:\rlviscd On Ca.rnpus 
Telephone 
Please indicate the reason(s) why you were unable to complete the 
telecourse: 
Overall course load too heavy 
.The telecourse required more time than I had anticipated 
Was not motivated for. this type, of instruction 
Dissatisfied with on--ampus telecourse L:c;t•"1.;.dcr 
Dissatisfied with video tape programs 
Dissatisfied with the study guide 
Dissatisfied with the textbook 
Dissatfsfied with course assignments (quantity or quality) 
EnroHed in the wrong class · 
l\Ioved 
.Job Transfer 
Job difficu,lty 
Family problems 
Illness (self)· 
Illness (family) 
Orientation was not sufficient· 
Not interested in the cou~se 
Was una.ble to keep up with assignments 
Exe.ms were too difficult 
Cable service not available 
Broadcast schedule W!ilS not convenient 
Did not attend orientation 
Unable to contact telecourse instructor 
Did not like TV course 
Grades earned were unacceptable 
Other 
Would you enroll in a telecourse in the future? Yes ( \ ~:o ( ) 
Please return to: Williazr. F. Sutterfield 
Tulsa Junior College 
909 South Boston 
Tu Isa, Oki ahoma 7 4119 
I ' I 
( I 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
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TELECOURSE INSTRUCTOR QUESTIONNAIRE 
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::oc 
, oolic:ible 
( ) 
( ) 
1 ) t;itrod-:.ic~ion :o ~u:siness 
1 ) Personal F i."lance 
Fresi".ma.n Composition ! 
Frl!shi:lian Ci:>mpositioll tr 
Am7r,tca.n Ristcrj, :-T:/2-1365 
.'>n).rican Histo:-;t. l 8 5 5 • ?resen• 
Sum.uiities,, r 
• ..\..."'n•ric·!U?r·F"·eder-aL Goverr--nent 
Gen~ral ? syc!:olovy 
DtRE:CT!ON: ?!ease inclicaee the <i!•gree to which you :l,ir'l!e or disagree \Vtth 
~ach ;i! the !ollowi.og 3,ateinont.s by p!aci.nii a. c.."lecl< cark in tl'le a'Cp:-opria.:e 
cu!cu:nn. rr .a.n iteui is riot a.pptieabl'<t lo:- ;·i:iur partlcula.J:' :eleco'urse pl..a.se 
indicate t!'!i.s by checki.'lg the column. to the le!t or :!'le itec. 
StronilY No S~:-ongly 
A5rH • .\i:it'"e ~ Disa5ree Disa.irru 
' The ~on-completion ~!1te 
i·• hi5her in !:i.y telecourse 
than my on cam?Us =tau .. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
2. The teleca.su present compri!• 
hetisive in!or:naeion on the 5Ub· 
jec:t. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
3. The study ride semu ~:.-!¢t'ul 
to the .!tudent. ( ) i ) I ) .<;{( -) 
4. The t·extbook ;>resent$ 'he mater• 
ia.I in a.n 1.1ncier!Sta.ndable ma=er. ( ( ) ( ) 
5. The outside assignments, \t rl!· 
quired, seem !\elpCul to the 
studet. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
5. The optioJO&I stt.idy sess\011s, 
if available. secxn !\elp(ul to the 
studet. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( I ( ) 
. ?er!odic o.ewsletters would be a .. 
ueCUl c:o=Wiication coatact wit.'t 
~b• students. ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
a. The telecou.rse hotl!:ae is het9fu! 
to the sradeist. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
#. The test1.ne procedure Ls 
adequate ror ::lie s clid•nt. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
10. T"ne ::iake-up tttSt ;:>rocir<iure 
is adequate tor the student. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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?age 2 
11. Would you like to conti."'1ue coordinati..-tg a. :etecburse? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
12. Of che supplemental ::iatenal. whii;:h ts :he most helpful 
to the 3tudent? 
13. Of the supplemental material. whtch is the least helpful 
to the student? 
14. 'What areas do yoo. think need to be; itnprtived? 
15. What are the :nost lrequent comments the students ofter to 
you concerning telecourses? 
16. I.s t!le grade distribution in ;rou telecourse (s) the same as 
yoqr on•campus courses? U no. pleue ex;ilain. 
l i. Approximately wllat ?er-cent oC the students c~:rc:ununicate 
with yo11 by phone , by :nail , in ?•rson .? 
18. . What additional cott".ment an.d./or sugg~stlons ~or i:nprovernenc 
do y<>11 have ? 
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ADMINISTRATOR QUESTIONNAIRt 
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Administration Evaluation of Telecourses 
1. How would you rate the value of the telecourse experience 
for students? 
2. What is the value of telecourse offerings to Tulsa Junior 
College? 
3. What is the value of telecourse offerings to the community? 
4. Comment on the cost effectiveness of offering telecourses. 
5. Would you recommend that other colleges become involved 
in telecourses? 
6. What has been the faculty reaction to telecourses? 
7. Comment on the offering of telecourses in the future for 
Higher Education. 
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STUDENT PROFILE ANALYSIS 
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JULSA JUNIOR COLLEGE 
SEPTENOER 2Z 1981 15.26.26 PROF ILE AHAL Y$1S PAGf I 
All Rf PORT 
OU NIGHT OAY·Nlflr NO ANSWf R INVALID All ENO 279 3'Jtl l66 3ltl 59 ' 
' ' 
I I 
' ' 
OBJECTIVE llH"U,, U~lt3UI I I I I I I NO ANsvu, INVALID 
F-j P-1 NO ANSWER INVALID HOURS 12 4%1 432 86'9 I I I I I I I 
CAMl'US 4 ~grRo NDR\HEAil' HE1gRAI\ 89!1 2 O 11 3 I I 
' 
I I 
I NO ANSWER 1 INVALID I 
OVER 7l 62· ll 'f• 61 ·~·SI H94}u1 Ui3ln1 19i 21 ••• NO ANSWER INVALID AGE I t Ott 0 OUI t 0811 I I 
Sfl( l5~A\Yi1 FJ~ftllq11 I NO ANSWER INVALID I I I I 
' ' 
RACE "~~·~s,, euc~4tlORIE~l"Abu •• 1~0H1,u119 A1t1 OT~Eftt :u I I NO ANSVER 1 IHUL 10 
0 1-10 ll-20 Zl-3g JJ-4~ OV\R 4~ NO ANSW'R INVALID HRS-EHP 14 15! I OU:I zJ on• 20 UI z ' 5%1 9 0 ll I ' CJ:) l ll 
A04 OASIS .~l-11tY RE~' 1g1f ~1°0411 Aii~"lfi,c0\bo'l3~fc0"09fUl11 1"01 l A~~fGR01t•£,l1"0 ANswe•, '"v~LAr,, 
AO- ST A. rus GO~O PROJAflOtf REJECTED HOT •owi1 ND ANSWER lllUllD 216 HI 9 0811 I Z49 I I I I I 
' 
'° rv
TULSA JUNIOR COllEGE 
SEP1El1BER 22 1Q81 1S.2b. 26 PROFILE ANALYSIS PAGE z 
All REPORT 
CUR-STAT tooo PROB-A}A¥ SUSP·As·~ PROB-DISC SUSP-OISC JS 70l 1 69 4 I 12 2 I I I I I NO AHSYH I 69 I INVALID 
?-21 2t-39 40-4Q 5~-59 60-69 490V' ~9 NO ANSWER INVAllD HRS-ERN 34 68ll 1 Of! i I 4 l 09l I 2 04'1 30 06t1 2 5:u I I I 
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